LETTER OF THE DAY: F

NUMBER OF THE DAY: 5

NUMERACY, knowledge of numbers and what they mean, is another skill we work on at Storytime! Today we are going to count the number of people who come to read with us! At home try to work numbers into your daily routine. One way to do this is to count each step whenever you go up or down the stairs!

SONGS

Hello, Friend
Hello, friend, hello, friend, hello, friend
It's time to say hello
Actions: American Sign Language

Let's Go Riding on an Elevator
Let's go riding on an elevator,
Elevator, elevator,
Let's go riding on an elevator,
Come along with me!
First floor, Second floor, Third floor,
Fourth floor, Fifth floor,
And.... down-down-down-down-down.

Bubble, Bubble, Pop!
One little red fish
Swimming in the water (x2)
(hands together, move like a fish)
Bubble, bubble, bubble, bubble...POP!
(twirl your pointer fingers, then clap)
Repeat with:
Two little blue fish
Three little yellow fish
Four little green fish
Five little purple fish

We Shake and We Shake
We shake and we shake and we stop
We shake and we shake and we stop
We shake and we shake and we shake
and we shake and we shake and we shake and we shake and we stop.
Repeat with different actions.
Matching Shapes
Cut and paste the matching shapes.